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	Text1: 2
	Text2: Summer 1
	Text3: In English the students will study features of poetry including rhyme, similes and adventurous adjectives. We will compose different styles of poems including acrostic and simile. We will study story structure and characters, through shared books and role play. The children will write their own stories linked to our topic Light and Dark. 
	Text4: In Maths the students will be revisiting work that we have covered in previous terms. This will include learning how to find the difference between two numbers using subtraction skills, fractions of amounts and numbers, using money and finding change, doubling and halving and calculating multiplication and division sums. The students will then apply what they have learnt to solve problems.We also continue to work on times tables and number facts.  
	Text6: In humanities this term children will be studying the topic ‘Light and Dark’. We will begin by looking at the history of light and how it has evolved over time, from fire to the modern day light bulb. We will take a look at the famous  inventor of the light bulb Thomas Edison and have close links to science, discovering how the bulb works. In art, children will be developing their sketching and painting skills using a variety of techniques to recreate Vincent Van Gogh's Starry Starry Night as well as using chalk and charcoal in order to recreate shadow pictures using the famous work of Rembrandt as inspiration. 
	Text5: This term our Science topic will be ‘Light and dark.’ Children will learn about light sources and gain a greater understanding of natural and man-made light sources.  We will explore how light is reflected from different surfaces and address misconceptions about objects that reflect light rather than producing light. We will also learn how shadows are created. In Computing this term the students will learn about e-safety.  This will involve learning how to stay safe when using the Internet.  Students will learn what ‘personal details’ are, the importance of keeping personal details private and asking an adult’s permission before using their details online.  Students will also understand the potential consequences when not following e-safety instructions.  


